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          Webinar on Electric Vehicles-Development & Challenges 

Expert: Mr. Kedar Gokhale, Mr. Nachiket Kulkarni, Dr . Dr.Manivasagam      

                 Shanmugam and Mr. Shirish Kulkarni  

 

Day & Date: Friday i.e 22nd February, 2021 

Time: 11.00 am to 4.00pm 

 

The webinar was held on 22nd of January 2021 on online mode in association with 

VIIT ISHRAE i.e.  The Indian Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning 

Engineers Student chapter. The Indian Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air 

Conditioning Engineers was found in 1981 at New Delhi by a group of eminent HVAC&R 

i.e. Heating, Ventilation, Air conditioning and refrigeration professionals. ISHRAE has more 

than 28,780 HVAC&R professionals and student members linked together operating from 41 

chapters and subchapter all over India with its headquarters in New Delhi.The primary aim of 

ISHRAE is the advancement of the arts and sciences of HVAC&R engineering and related 

services by conducting various lectures, workshop, product presentations, publication, 

expositions and now webinars too.The webinar had a huge response from all the students and 

faculty members. Four guests were invited to this webinar namely, Mr. KedarGokhale, Mr. 

Nachiket Kulkarni, Mr. ManivasagamShanmugam, Mr. Shirish Kulkarni. The webinar started 

at 11 am with Saraswatipoojan.  

The spot light of the event was electric vehicles. These vehicles are supposed and are 

proving to be the technology of the future and aim at reducing the carbon footprint produced 

by the burning of fossil fuels by a huge difference. They are efficient, reliable, safe, 

technologically advanced and incorporate almost all features of the IC powered vehicles.The 

Paris accord signed by many countries in 2016 of the world aims to reduce the global air 

temperature by 2 degrees, to the pre-industrial revolution levels. India being an active 

member of the Paris accord has put an aim to produce 40% electricity by not using fossil 

fuels. This leads to a rise in the demand for the electric vehicles which require very less fuel 

and mostly use regenerative braking to recharge the cells hence saving electricity as well as 

producing it. It has always been shown and illustrated in movies and books that the future of 

private transportation will be without the emission of harmful greenhouse gases, will be 

noiseless and a smooth ride. But what exactly is the electric vehicle, how is it developed, 

what are the challenges and how they are overcome was explained by our esteemed guests.  

Thereafter, Dr. Sandeep Kore, Faculty advisor (ISHRAE) introduced our guests to the 

students and our HOD Dr. Dinesh Kambletalked about the department activities and 



encouraged students to participate and take initiative in this webinar. He also added, this 

webinar will enhance every student’s knowledge towards electric vehicles.  

Our first speaker was Mr. KedarGokhale. Mr.KedarGokhale is an Automobile 

Engineer with M.Tech. in Automotive Engine Technology from IIT Madras.  

Further, he has accomplished formal education in Business Administration and German as a 

foreign language to complement his professional skills. He possesses 26+ years’ Design 

experience including 23+ years in Design of Internal Combustion Engines (ICE) (Gasoline, 

Diesel & CNG), whose applications range from small passenger car engines to large bore 

locomotive / marine engines.He has also developed expertise in the design of various engine 

peripherals and associated vehicle systems.He has successfully led the Design team of TATA 

NANO Gasoline engine and filed 8 patents with 2 technical papers. Powertrain plays a very 

vital role in the vehicle. Just like our heart is what keeps us alive, it is the powertrain of the 

vehicle which brings it to life. He guided us on powertrain deeply. 

Second speaker was Mr. Nachiket Kulkarni. He has a specialization in CAE 

particularly vehicle dynamics. He along with his team won an endurance award in 2009 for 

an SAE BAJA event.Currently he is the manager of ARAI i.e., The Automotive Research 

Association of India 

He has also been a part of Development and Validation of Pedestrian Headform Finite 

Element (FE) Models for AIS 100 / GTR 9 with SR Deshpande and RS Mahajan in 2019 at 

NAFEMS World Congress, Quebec City, Canada. We have learnt a lot about the types of 

batteries, motors the graphs and classification. How to design batteries? The role of motor 

controller, BMS, the layout of powertrain he explained and much more it gave us the brief 

idea of Retrofitting of transport vehicles with EV and its scope and the advantages and 

disadvantages.  

 

Third speaker was Dr.Manivasagam Shanmugam. A seasoned professional with 30 

years of experience in New product development and simulation driven design and 

development. His professional career includes academics, currently the global head of vehicle 

engineering at TATA Technologies and having industrial experience of vehicle, engine and 

compressor. To add to the already filled sack of experience, he is also an engineering design 

consultant. He is skilled in failure analysis, Noise vibration harness, New product 

development, dynamics and vibration and simulation driven design. 

As a vehicle needs to be thoroughly tested in all the adverse conditions it might face 

while operating.  This needs a proper testing setup, infrastructure and knowledge upon which 

Mr. Shirish Kulkarni threw a light.The additional director on the board for dynalec controls 

private limited and Founder & CEO at STROTA Consultech. He is a certified SCRUM 

master, PMP from PMI and ITIL foundation.He specialises in Product management, process 

management, PMP, general management principles and technical depth and breadth.  

He also has been successful in setting up offshore development teams and has also handled a 

target revenue ranging from 2 million to 8 Million USD.Mr Kulkarni has excellent people 

management, presentation skills, crisis handling ability and good networking abilities. He 

explained the testing of vehicles very minutely.  

 

What We learnt was much more effective than any books that we've gone through so 

far and have learnt so many new things in such a short time. This webinar helped all of us to 

learn many new things and it almost covered all the points related to the theme of event. 



Special thanks to Dr. Kore, Dr. Kale and ISHRAE for presenting a platform where 

young minds can be trained and nurtured into the correct direction by the appropriate and a 

very helpful faculty. Team ISHRAE will conduct many such seminars and webinars from 

time to time. Huge thanks to the Director of VIIT, all deans, all HODs, all the faculty 

members for their strong and constant support for the growth and development of the 

students. There were above 500 students in the webinar making the event a grand success. 

Lastly the feedback forms were sent along with the certificates to the students at 4 pm. 

Director VIIT- Dr. V.S. Deshpande 

HOD Mechanical Dept. – Dr. Dinesh Kamble 

Faculty Advisor- Dr. Sandeep Kore and Dr. Ajay Kale. 

ISHRAE student’s committee- AbhijeetPurandhare, Shreyas Joshi, Sakshi Suryawanshi, 

Ketaki Pathak, Swarali Deshpande, AdvaitDeshmukh, BhargavMoundhekar, LoukikAdole, 

Piyush Kale. 
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